
Birthday	Cards	
Eight	of	Diamonds:	

Solar	Star	
Characteristics: Leadership is one of their 
aptitudes. An addiction to power is possible in 
powerful people and they can be dominating in 
the event that they develop that characteristic. 
The Sun Card has the opportunity to go to 
great heights in this lifespan and this is the 
Eight of Diamonds. People look up to them, 
respect them and their work whether they are 
famous or not. Standing out from the crowd 
and being noticed is something they enjoy. 
Power and control issues with other people 
and the way they work out their karma are 
significant. Being controlled is something they 
do not like and they try to maintain the superior 
position in relationships. Occasionally they 
have a pushy personality because they occupy 
the Eighth position in the Crown Line and are 
very independent. For the Queen of Spades 
Karma Card these are keywords. They have a 
strong desire to learn and explore and are 
sharp mentally. There is not much they cannot 
achieve and very few issues they cannot overcome if they elect to work for something. 
If not abused, they are able to conquer and rule and this power brings them 
satisfaction. Because they have power, some Eight of Diamonds are fearful or have a 
distaste for the responsibility that comes with it. Much of their natural talent and 
potential is forfeited in this case. They are good negotiators and are aware of the 
value of things. Power pertains to money for many Eight of Diamonds. They may 
become addicted to spending money and both genders are capable of quickly 
spending huge sums. They are extreme shoppers. They deal with stress by shopping 
it seems. They can achieve anything by using their excellent intuition and hard work. 
They are capable of both inner peace and inner power, thus allowing for self-mastery 
if they learn to direct power back inwardly toward personal transformation, and resist 
trying to change the world.  
 
Relationships: Generally speaking, they go after what they desire because they 
know what it is. Sadly, eventually what they want changes. Their relationships should 
be placed behind careers in most cases. When they attempt to have a relationship 
more significant than their work, they often lose a bit of their power. Individuals of the 
Club suit are better for both genders. Many blessings come from being less attached 
in the realm of love. They lean toward indecision and are fickle as far as love 
relationships go. Change can happen because of an independent nature, but the Eight 



of Diamonds resists. Others, who cannot make a commitment either, can be attracted 
to them. Many Eight of Diamonds have one monogamous relationship after another.  
Multiple marriages are possible. One person often cannot satisfy their desire for 
variety in love. They should express themselves without trying to reinvent others and 
learn to give others freedom. Furthermore, they need give themselves the love they 
want from others and to accept themselves as they actually are. Abandonment is a 
fear they must let go of. They must not push loved ones with their abundance of 
power.  Challenges like these are some of their greatest obstacles.  
 
Personality Connections: Heart women often want the Eight of Diamonds male and 
he receives blessings from Club women. Spade females have the greatest 
compatibility, although it is important to check the Birth Card relationships individually 
before drawing any firm conclusions. A Spade man, particularly if he is powerful and 
well respected is good for Eight of Diamonds females and they have a good 
disposition for married life too.  Lifelong friends can be found in Heart men.  
 
Confrontations: A big happy, sunny face is present in most Eight of Diamond 
individuals. That sunny appearance radiates from their faces. Tammy Faye Bakker, 
Dolly Parton and Loni Anderson are Eight of Diamond women. These Eight of 
Diamonds women share some physical attributes.  A somewhat similar appearance is 
even shared. It is easier to see why these women share basically the same look if we 
keep in mind that the Eight of Diamonds is the Sun Card. 


